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Agenda: America's Mill Down (Trailer) from Copybook Title Productions LLC in Vimeo. Agenda 2: Masters Deception (Trailer) AgendaDocumentary.com Copybook Productions LLC in Vimeo. The most open-eyed documentary we've ever seen.  You should see this video! DAVID &amp; JASON BENHAM We now have a professionally dubbed Spanish Version of AGENDA 2:
Masters of Deceit.  Please get copies for your Spanish-speaking friends, colleagues, and churches.  We need to awaken that society to the fact that the Left is trying to use them to gain political power. Editing when Idaho legislator Curtis Bowers wrote a letter to the editor about the drastic changes in American culture turned into a long story in the evening news, people protested
at the Capitol and for weeks local newspapers were full of responses. Then he found out... He was hitting something, asking almost anyone and you'll hear, Communism is dead! I thought the word communism was no longer used, the film would show the ideas behind it alive and well. Join Bowers for an intriguing look at the people and groups that have successfully targeted
American ethics and freedom in their quest to grind America out. This is a well-documented agenda. Posted by Anonymous Sketch Summary | 2011 11:22 PM Add Taglines synopshell: The most powerful revelation of communist, socialist, progressive attempts to take over America produced so far. Parental Guide: Add Content Advice for Parents » User Reviews Edited Release
Date: 3 September 2010 (USA) See more » See More Black Hat Videos » Runtime: 93 minutes (DVD) See full technical specifications » Interesting documentary from conservatives' view of the Progressive Democratic Party. Just in time for the election! Idaho legislator Curtis Bowers writes, directs, produces, and stars in the 93-minute film chronicles america's communist agenda.
Through interviews with various celebrities of the religious and political right, including Stanton Evans, Wendy Wright, Phyllis Schefley, Aid Messe, Steve King and Trevor Lowden, and a few others, the film presents the idea that a plan to destroy the traditional values of the United States of America, which comes from founding fathers, has successfully evolved through the values
of the political left. Communications track this agenda from Karl Marx to President Obama through movements like environmentalism, education reform, freedom of choice and feminism, it's valuable to see no matter which side you think you're on. 20 out of 36 found this useful. Was this review helpful? Register to vote. Fixed link citations are automatically generated from binge
data as a convenience, and may be complete or accurate. Agenda: Grinding America out. [S.l.: Black Hat Films, 2010] Web.. . (2010) Agenda: grinding America down. [S.l.: Black Hat Films] [Web.] From the Library of Congress, . Agenda: Grinding America out. [S.l.: Black Hat Films, 2010] Web.. Retrieved from the Library of Congress, $18.00 while almost anyone and you will hear,
&lt;lccn.loc.gov 012601409=&gt;Communism is dead! The Berlin Wall came down. Join Bowers for an intriguing look at the people and groups that have successfully targeted American ethics and freedom in their quest to grind America out. This is not just another conspiracy theory. This is a well-documented agenda. In stock reviews additional information (0) they say that all
roads lead to Rome. It's true, in a sense, about everything, including our own government. And if you follow the roads leading to Washington, you're very surprised. our government is not what it looks like . There's something here at work, backstage, trying to bring this republic to its knees. No, I'm not talking about a conspiracy. Conspiracy is a plan privately devised between two or
more people to commit a subversive act. I don't think what happens to our country is in any way private. I think they're quite bold about what they're trying to do. And whether their agenda is called liberalism, humanism, socialism or what, everything goes down to a common worldsaut and how they want to transform this country. In fact, America has an enemy that is very close to
seeing its accomplished goals and goals - and the American people can see the results of this plan in every corner of their existence if they just open their eyes. Joseph Stalin said: America is like a healthy body and its resistance is three times that of patriotism, morality and its spiritual life. In 1958, Clon Skosen wrote the book Naked Communists. In the book, he cites 45 declared
goals of the Communist Party to destroy America from within. These goals included allowing free trade between all nations regardless of communist affiliation and regardless of whether or not items can be used for war. Provide American assistance to all nations regardless of communist domination. Recognition of allowances from Red China. The acceptance of Red China at the
United Nations promotes the United Nations as the only hope for mankind. If its charter is rewritten, demand that it be launched as a global government with its independent armed forces. Taking one or both political parties in the United States.Use the technical decisions of the courts to undermine america's basic institutions by claiming their activities violate civil rights. Take
control of schools, use them as a transition belt for current communist socialism and propaganda. Soften the curriculum. Get control of teachers' associations. infiltrate the press . &lt;/lccn.loc.gov&gt;Control book review assignments, editorial writing, and policy positions. Gain control of key positions in radio, TELEVISION, and motion pictures. Continue discrediting American culture
by humiliating all forms of artistic expression. Eliminating all laws governing swearing by naming them censorship and violating freedom of expression and a free press. It infiltrates churches and replaces the revealed religion with a social religion. Discredits the Bible and emphasizes the need for intellectual maturity that does not require a religious cane. Removing prayers or any
stage of religious expression in schools on earth that violates the principle of separation of church and state. Discrediting the U.S. Constitution by naming it inadequate, outdated, out of step with modern needs is an obstacle to cooperation between nations globally. Discredit america's founding fathers. Present them as selfish nobility who had no concerns about the common man.
And you thought communism was dead - it was just renamed. In the head of socialism, progressive thought and social justice come to our head. And if you look at their entire list, they're extremely close to fulfilling their goals. From the inflow of the Fabian Socialist Association in 1883, to the writings and activations of Antonio Gramsci, to Saul Alynci and his book Radical Laws
(which he devoted to Lucifer, by the way, and who coached not only Barack Obama, but also Hillary Clinton) to the democratic Socialist Caucus, which is proud of 15% of our national assembly of representatives, has infiltrated America with a stealth that we have passed. DSA members are building progressive movements for social change while creating an openly socialist
presence in American societies and politics, according to the DSA website, and that's just the tip of the iceberg. Americans need to know where their country is going and who controls the wheel. Former Iowa State Assemblyman Curtis Bowers has put together all the indicators and signed on to know what's going on in the country. His documentary agenda: Grinding America
Down is a revelation about the Socialist Movement in America and highlights the trail of the Fabian Socialist Association in Britain from 1883 to the Oval Office in 2009.Agenda: Grinding America Down shows us:Why it is necessary to destroy the family unit why the NEA wants to take its children in the education system from the birth of how the environmental movement has been
hijacked in order to destroy Business and capitalism that challenged and attacked Jewish Christian Biblical beliefs in the public square are how Nietzsche nihilism and Darwin's theory of evolution have combined to produce one of the most despotic The system on manHow social programs like Welfare are encouraged in order to eliminate how capitalism is taxed higher and class
warfare is in use to divide nationAgenda: America's Mill Down is one of the most sober movies I've watched in a long time. It has shown me the progressive movement's plans in a way I had never noticed before. It has also shown me how far those progressive socialist tentacle reach our society. The only way to fight the enemy is to know him, understand his strategy and goals.
You owe yourself to you for learning about the war that is in American homes, in American schools, in our broadcast and print news media, in our political system and in our churches. this is not a deal . It's a death fight. Are you ready for war? Battle?
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